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have ruined the trust of men, and 
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Job should always go to best 
candidate, regardless of gender. 
Gender shouldn't even matter 
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Target: 
women

repent wen u commit a grave act like 
murder of a baby did u #abort ur 
baby?yes? then YOU repent! #hell s 4 
eternity #abortion

Liberals say I need more tolerance. I say 
screw tolerating murder.                            
#AbortionKills #ToleranceIsDeath
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Purposes:

● to analyze the relation between abusive language and stance 
of disapproval toward controversial issues that involve 
specific group of people, such as women

● to examine if features relative to hate speech could improve 
the performance of systems of stance detection in Twitter.
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Datasets

S. Mohammad, S. Kiritchenko, P. Sobhani, X. Zhu, and C. Cherry. Semeval-2016 task 6: Detecting stance in tweets. 
In Proceedings of SemEval-2016.



Analysis of Corpora: Lexicons

1. S. Frenda, B. Ghanem, E. Guzmán-Falcón, M. Montes-y-Gómez, and L. Villaseñor Pineda. Automatic 
Expansion of Lexicons for Multilingual Misogyny Detection. In Proceedings EVALITA 2018.

2. https://www.noswearing.com/dictionary
3. E. Bassignana, V. Basile, and V. Patti. Hurtlex: A Multilingual Lexicon of Words to Hurt. In Proceedings of 

CLiC-it 2018.

https://www.noswearing.com/dictionary


Analysis of Corpora: Results

Abortion Feminism



Stance Detection Systems: Methodology

● Classifier: Support Vector Machine (SVM) with radial basis function kernel (RBF).
● Pre-processing of texts: : deleting the url, the emoticons/emoji, the symbols of # 

and @ and the abbreviation "RT" of a retweet.
● Imbalanced data problem: the function to balance the weights of the classes 

provided by Scikit-learn library. 
● Multiclass ("against", "favor", "none") classification problem: selection of the class 

with the highest predicted probability.
● Evaluation: comparison with the values obtained by the first rank participating 

systems at Stance Detection shared task and the baselines provided by the 
organizers.



Evaluation: Metrics



Stance Detection Systems: Features

● Stylistic features: character 
n-grams

● Phrasal features: bigrams of words

"dead woman", "human right", "right 
choose", "killing baby", "let live", "use 
someone", "death penalty", "black life"
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Evaluation: Deeper Analysis of Results
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Error analysis

● Presence of irony

● Lack  of the significative 
hashtags 

● Lack of specific contexts

● Equality is the police burying a domestic 
violence accusation against a female 
sports star, too #wedidit #usa #??

● Some men do not deserve to be called 
gentlemen #?? 
(WomenAgainstFeminism)

● ..Can I also add that I really enjoyed 
looking at @TahirRajBhasin in 
#Mardaani :P Tahir, you were a dashing 
baddie! #Bollywood #??
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Conclusion

● Correct unfavorable predictions:
● You should start using Google translate @baedontcare, it is sooooo easy even 

retarded feminists like you can use it. #??
● I am about to deck these 2 bitches in the fucking mouth. #1A #2A #NRA #COS 

#CCOT #TGDN #PJNET #WAKEUPAMERICA #??

● As further work: 
○ to deal with irony in tweets;
○ to investigate the importance of hashtags in stance detection;
○ to cope with the lack of specific contexts;
○ to extend our analysis on long texts such as newspapers.
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Thank you 
for the attention!


